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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR ENCRYPTED DATA STRF.AM

TRANSMISSION

Hic present invention relates to a method and apparatus for use with an encrypted or

5 soambled transmission, for example a scrambled television broadcast.

lYansmission of encrypted data is well-known in the field of pay TV systems, where

scrambled audiovisual information is usually broadcast by satellite to a number of

subsCTibers, each subscriber possessmg a decoder or receiver/decoder capable of

10 descrambling the transmitted program for subsequent viewing.

In a typical system, soambled data is transmitted together with a control word for

descrambling of the data, the control word itself being encrypted by a so-called

exploitationkey and transmitted in enoypted form. The scrambled data and encrypted

15 control word are then received by a decoder having access to an equivalent of the

exploitation key stored on a smart card inserted in the decoder to deoypt the

encrypted control word and thereafter descramble the transmitted data. A paid-up

subscriber will receive in a monthly ECM (Entitlement Control Message) the

exploitation key necessary to decrypt the encrypted control word so as to permit

viewing of the transmission.

In order to try to improve the security of the system, the control word is usually

changed every ten seconds or so. TTiis avoids the situation with a static or slowly

changing control word where the control word may become publicly known. In such

circumstances, it would be relatively simple for a fraudulent user to feed the known

control word to die desctamblmg unit on his decoder to descramble the transmission.

Notwithstanding this security measure, a problem has arisen in recent years where the

Stream of control words sent during a broadcast film, for example, becomes known.

This mformation may be used by any unauthorised user who has recorded the still-

scrambled film on a video recorder. If the film is replayed at the same time as the

stream of control words is fed to the decoder, visualisation of the film becomes
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possible. Provided the user manages to synchronise the film with the control stream

there are no great technical problems in canymg out such a fi^ud, particularly smcc

the hardware elements necessary to build the descramblcr arc easily obtamed.

This problem has been exacerbated with the rise of the mtemet and it is now not

uncommon to find any number of internet sites that publish the stream of control

words emitted during a given transmission.

It is an object of the present invention to overcome the problems associated with

known prior art techniques for scrambled transmissions so as to provide a secure

decoder configuration resistant to attacks such as fliose described above.

According to the present invention there is provided a method of transmission and

reception of a scrambled data stream in which the saamblcd data stream is transmitted

to a decoder, and thereafter passed to and dcscrambled by a portable security module

inserted in the decoder and characterised in that the data stream is passed from the

security module to the decoderm an encrypted form, to be decrypted and subsequently

used by the decoder.

As discussed above, in conventional .systems, a control word is encrypted by an

exploitation key and passed from the decoder to the smart card for decryption before

being passed m a decrypted form to the confrol unit in the decoder for descrambling

of the transmission. Hie weak pomt in such techniques lies m the transmission of the

control word "in clear" between the card and the decoder unit, since it is relatively

easy to detennine the connections between the card and the decoder and to thereafter

record the confrol word information passing along these connections.

By identifying this weakness, and proposing a solution in which data is descrambled

by a portable security module before being passed back to the decoder in an encrypted

form the present invention overcomes the problems with these techniques.

According to a first type of realisation of the mvention, the data sfream is encrypted
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in the security module by a first encryption key before being passed back to the

decoder for decryption using an equivalent of the first key. However, as wiU be

described below, other realisations of the invention are possible, in wliich the data is

passed from security module to decoder m encrypted form but m which the encryption

5 takes place at the transmission level.

In one embodiment of the above realisation, the data stream is enoypted in the

security module by a first encryption key variable in dependence on a decoder identity

value, the decoder possessing an equivalent of the key and value necessary to decrypt

10 the data. For example, the decoder identity value can correspond to the serial or batch

number of the decoder.

The decoder identity value may be encrypted by a personalised key known to the

security module and transmitter, the decoder identity value bemg transmitted in an

encrypted form to the decoder for communication to the security module. Once

deCTypted by the personalised key within the security module the decoder identity

value and first encryption key can be used by the security module to create the

encrypted data stream.

Conmiunication of the decoder identity value to the security module will necessarily

involve a signal being sent from the decoder to the security module. As we have

seen, the transmission of messages awoss this channel is relatively easy to monitor

and it is thus preferable to transfer the identity value in a non-readable form to the

security module.

Personalised keys of this type arc known in relation to EMMs or Entitlement

Management Merges, which transmit each month in encrypted form a management

key for deoypting that month's ECM to a selected subscriber or group of subscribers

possessmg the necessary personalised key to decrypt the EMM.

In an another solution, the decoder identity value may be encrypted by a personalised

key known to the security module, the encrypted decoder identity value being stored
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in the decoder during manufacture of the decoder for communication to the security

module upon insertion of the security module in the decoder.

In an alternative to the use of a fixed decoder identity value, the first encryption key

may be dependent on a random or pseudo-random number generated, for example,

by the decoder and communicated to the security module.

Preferably, and in view of the problems associated in communicating non-encrypted

data between the decoder and the security module, the random number is encrypted

by a second encryption key before being communicated between the decoder and

security module, or vice versa.

In one embodiment, the random number may be generated and encrypted by a second

encryption key at the decoder and communicated to the security module for deoyption

by an equivalent of this second key stored in the security module.

In an alternative embodunent, the operation of the security module and decoder may

simply be reversed, such that the random number is generated and encrypted by a

second key in the security module and communicated to the decoder for deoyption

by an equivalent of the second key stored in the decoder.

In the examples ^ven above, the first and second encryption key, the personalised

security module key etc may all be created m accordance with a known symmetric

enoyption algorithm, such as DES, RC2 etc. However, m a preferred embodiment

where the decoder is responsible for generation of the random number, the second key

used to encrypt the random number corresponds to a public key, the security module

bemg provided with the equivalent private key necessary to deoypt the random

number value.

As compared with a portable security module such as a smart card, the hardware

component in the decoder used to store the first and second encryption keys (typically

a ROM) is relatively easy to isolate and monitor by means of attached contacts etc.
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A dedicated fraudulent user may therefore obtain the first and second keys and, by

monitoring communications between the security module and decoder, the encrypted

value of the random number. If a symmetric algorithm is used for the second key, the

random number may then be decrypted with the known decoder second key and fed

to the known first key to dcaypt the control word.

In contrast, through the use of a pubUc key/private key arrangement, possession of the

second pubUc key held by the decoder does not enable a fraudulent user to decode the

encrypted random number. Whilst it is always possible to obtain the random number
directly, this is more difficult in comparison with obtainmg the keys and piddng up
the communicated encrypted value, smce the random numbw wiU be most likely

generated and stored somewhere m the RAM of the decoder and can m any case

change on a regular basis.

15 Preferably, the second private key is unique to the security module. This embodiment

substantiaUy increases the security of the system, although as wiU be understood the

data stream communicated between the security module and decoder wiU be in any

case dependent on the random number generated during that session.

20 As mentioned above, the use of a pubUc/private key arrangement in relation to the

second encryption key is particularly advantageous where the private key is stored m
the security module and the pubUc key in the decoder. However, in alternative

embodunents, the situation may be reversed such that the private key is held in the

decoder and the public key m the security module.

25

30

Advantageously, the second decoder key is encrypted by a third key before

commmiication to the decoder, the decoder posscssmg the corresponding third key so

as to decrypt and verify the second decoder key.

In a particularly advantageous embodiment, the third key used to decrypt the second

decoder key is a private key, the decoder possessing the equivalent pubUc key to

decrypt and verify the communicated second key.
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In all of the above embodiments of this first type of realisation, the data stream is re-

encrypted by a first encryption key held in the security module before being passed

to the decoder.

As mentioned, in an alternative type of realisation, the encrypted data stream passed

between the security module and decoder is prepared upstream of the security module.

In such realisations, the data stream is encrypted at the point of transmission by a first

encryption key and decrypted by the decoder by an equivalent of this key.

In a preferred embodunent, the data stream is encrypted at the pomt of transmission

by a first encryption key dependant on a variable known to both the transmitter and

the decoder and decrypted by the decoder by an equivalent of this key and variable.

For example, the data stream may be encrypted at the pomt of transmission by a first

encryption key dependant on the real time and/or date of transmission. In such a case,

the encrypted data stream will only fimction at the time of transmission of the

broadcast and cannot be fed into the descrambler of a decoder after the broadcast has

been recorded since the decryption key of the decoder (or rather its associated

,
variable) will now have changed.

As will be appreciated, whilst this realisation is less secure than the embodiments of

first realisation discussed above, it possesses the advantage that no changes to the

hardware of existing security modules are necessary. Furthermore, the modifications

to the decoder and transmitter needed to implement the mvention can be unplementcd

in software, e.g. m the case of the decoder by the downloading of transmitted data.

In this second type of rcaUsation, the encrypted data stream can be further encrypted

by an exploitation key at the point of transmission, deaypted by an equivalent

exploitation key in the security module and then passed m its first encrypted form to

the decoder.

As described in all the above embodiments, die data stream passed in encrypted form
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betwccn the security module and decoder may comprise audiovisual data. In such an

embodiment, after decryption of the data stream, the decoder will simply display the

audio visual data.

However, in an alternative embodiment, the data stream passed in encrypted fomi

between the security module and decoder may comprise a control word stream, the

decayptcd control word stream being used thereafter by the decoder to descramblc

associated scrambled audiovisual data.

In such an embodiment, the " scrambling " and " descramblmg " of the control word

data stream as described above corresponds to the encryption and decryption ofECM
messages using an exploitation key, as m conventional systems.

In order to increase the security of the system, any or all of the above described

embodiments may implemented in combination with each other.

The present invention is particularly applicable to the transmission of a television

broadcast. The present invention also extends to a decoder and security module

adapted for a method of transmission as described above.

Hie term "portable security module'* is used to mean any conventional chip-based

portable card type devices possessing, for example, microprocessor and/or memory

storage. ITiis may mclude smart cards, PCMCIA cards, SIM cards etc. Included in

this term are chip devices having alternative physical forms, for example key-shaped

devices such as arc often used in TV decoder systems.

ITie terms " scrambled " and " encrypted " and " control word " and " key " have

been used here m a number of ways for the purpose of clanty of language. However,

it will be understood that no fundamental distinction is to be made between

" scrambled data and " encrypted data " or between a " control word " and a

" key
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SimUariy, whilst the description refers to « receiver/decoders " and " decoders "
it will

be understood that the presait invention applies equaUy to embodiments having a

receiver integrated with the decoder as to a decoder unit fonctioning in combmation

with a physicaUy separate receiver, decoder units incorporating other functionalities,

and decoder units integrated with other devices, such as televisions, recording devices

etc

10

15

A number of embodunents of the mvention wiU now be described by way of example

only and in relation to Uie attached figures, in which:

Figure 1 shows the overaU architecture of a known digital television system, as may
be adapted by the present invention;

Figure 2 shows the conditional access system of the television system of Figure 1;

Figure 3 shows a first embodiment of the mvention;

Figure 4 shows a second embodiment of the mvention; and

Figure 5 shows a third embodiment of the mvention.

Digital Television System

An overview of a digital television broadcast and reception system 1000 adaptable to

the present mvention is shown in Figure 1. lie system includes a mostly conventional

digital television system 2000. which uses the known MPEG-2 compression system

to transmit compressed digital signals. In more detaU, the MPEG-2 compressor 2002
in a broadcast centre receives a digital signal stream (typicaUy a stream of video

*

signals). The compressor 2002 is comiccted to a multiplexer and scrambler 2004 by
linkage 2006. The multiplexer 2004 receives a pluraUty of fiirther input signals,

assembles one or more transport streams and transmits compressed digital signals to

a transmitter 2008 of the broadcast centre via Imkage 2010, which can of course take
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a wide variety of fonns including telecom links. The transmitter 2008 transmits

electromagnetic signals via uplink 2012 towards a satellite transponder 2014, where

they are electronically processed and broadcast via notional downlink 2016 to earth

receiver 2018, conventionally in the form of a dish owned or rented by the end user.

TTic signals received by receiver 2018 are transmitted to an integrated receiver/decoder

2020 owned or rented by the end user and connected to the end user's television 2022.

The receiver/decoder 2020 decodes the compressed MPEG-2 signal into a television

signal for the television set 2022.

A conditional access system 3000 is connected to the multiplexer 2004 and the

receiver/decoder 2020, and is located partly in the broadcast centre and partly in the

decoder. It enables the end user to access digital television broadcasts from one or

more broadcast suppliers. A smart card, capable of decrypting messages relating to

commercial o£fers (that is, on or several television programmes sold by the broadcast

supplier), can be inserted into the receiver/decoder 2020. Using the decoder 2020 and

smart card, the end user may purchase evrats in either a subscription mode or a pay-

per-view-mode.

An interactive system 4000, also connected to the multiplexer 2004 and the

receiver/decoder 2020 and agam located partly in the broadcast and partly m the

decoder, enables the end user to interact with various applications via a modemmed

bade channel 4002.

Conditional Access System

With reference to Figure 2, the conditional access system 3000 includes a Subscriber

Authorization System (SAS) 3002. ITic SAS 3002 is connected to one or more

Subscriber Management Systems (SMS) 3004, one SMS for each broadcast suppUer,

by a respective TCP-IP link 3006 (although other types of linkage could alternatively

be used). Alternatively, one SMS could be shared between two broadcast suppliers,

or one supplier could use two SMSs, and so on.
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First encrypting units in the fonn of ciphering units 3008 utilising " mother "
smart

cards 3010 are connected to the SAS by linkage 3012. Second encrypting units again

in the form of ciphering units 3014 utilising mother smart cards 3016 are connected

to the mutliplexer 2004 by linkage 3018. The receiver/decoder 2020 receives a

5 "daughter" smart card 3020. It is connected directly to the iSAS 3002 by

Communications Servers 3022 via the modemmed back channel 4002. The SAS sends

amongst other things subscription rights to the daughter smart card on request.

The smart cards contain the secrets of one or more commercial operators. The

10 " mother " smart card encrypts different kinds of messages and the « daughter "
smart

cards decrypt the messages, if they have the rights to do so.

The first and second ciphering units 3008 and 3014 comprise a rack, an electronic

VME card with software stored on an EEPROM, up to 20 electronic cards and one

15 smart card 3010 and 3016 respectively, for each electronic card, one (card 3016) for

encrypting the ECMs and one (card 3010) for enayptmg the EMMS.

Multiplexer and Scrambler

20 With reference to Figures 1 and 2, in the broadcast centre, the digital video signal is

first compressed (or bit rate reduced), usmg the MPEG-2 compressor 2002. This

compressed signal is then transmitted to the multiplexer and scrambler 2004 via the

linkage 2006 m order to be multiplexed with other data, such as other compressed

data.

25

The scrambler generates a control word CW used in the scrambling process and

included in the MPEG-2 stream in the multiplexer 2004. TTie control word CW is

generated intemaUy and enables the end user's integrated receiver/decoder 2020 to

descramble the programme. Access criteria, indicating how the programme is

30 commerdaUsed, are also added to the MPEG-2 stream. The programme may be

commercialised in either one of a number of « subscription " modes and/or one of a

number of " Pay Per View " (PPV) modes or events. In the subscription mode, the
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cnd user subscribes to one or more commercial offers, of " bouquets '\ thus getting

the rights to watch every channel inside those bouquets. In the preferred embodiment,

up to 960 commercial offers may be selected from a bouquet of channels. In the Pay

Per View mode, the end user is provided with the capability to purchase events as he

5 wishes. This can be achieved by either prc-booking the event in advance (" pre-book

mode or by purchasing the event as soon as it is broadcast (" impulse mode

Both the control word CW and the access criteria are used to build an Entitlement

Control Message (ECM); this is a message sent in relation with one scrambled

10 program. The message contains a control word (which allows for the descrambling of

the program) and the access oiteria of the broadcast program. The access oiteria and

control word are transmitted to the second encrypting unit 3014 via the linkage 3018.

In this unit an ECM is generated, encrypted with an exploitation key Ccx and

transmitted on to the multiplexer and scrambler 2004.

Proprammc Transmission

TTie multiplexer 2004 receives electrical signals comprising encrypted EMMs from the

SAS 3002, encrypted ECMs from the second encrypting unit 3014 and compressed

programmes from the compressor 2002. The multiplexer 2004 scrambles the

programmes and transmits the scrambled programmes, the encryptedEMM (if present)

and the encrypted ECMs as electric signals to a transmitter 2008 of the broadcast

centre via linkage 2010. The transmitter 2008 transmits electromagnetic signals

towards the satellite transponder 2014 via uplink 2012.

Programme Reception

Hie satellite transponder 2014 receives and processes the elecfrbma^ctic signals

tranismittcd by7flft transmitter 2008 and transmits the signals on to the earth receiver

2018, conventionally in the form of a dish owned or rented by the end user, via

downlink 2016. The signals received by receiver 2018 are transmitted to the integrated

receiver/decoder 2020 owned or rented by the end user and connected to the end
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user's television set 2022. The receiver/decoder 2020 demultiplexes the signals to

obtain scrambled programmes with encrypted EMMs and encrypted ECMs.

If the programme is not scrambled the receiver/decoder 2020 decompresses the data

; and transforms the signal into a video signal for transmission to television set 2022.

If the programme is scrambled, the receiver/decoder 2020 extracts the corresponding

ECM from the MPEG-2 stream and passes the ECM to the " daughter " smart card

3020 of the end user. TTiis slots into a housing in the receiver/decoder 2020. Hie

daughter smart card 3020 controls whether the end user has the right to decrypt the

ECM and to access the programme. If not, a negative status is passed to the

receiver/decoder 2020 to indicate that the programme cannot be descrambled. If the

end user does have the rights, the ECM is decrypted and the control word extracted.

Hie decoder 2020 can then descramble the programme using this control word. TTie

MPEG-2 stream is decompressed and translated into a video signal onward

transmission to television set 2022.

SubSCTiber Management Svstem (SMS)

A Subscriber Management System (SMS) 3004 includes a database 3024 which

manages, amongst others, all of the end user files, commercial offers (such as tarifb

and promotions), subscriptions, PPV details, and data regarding end user consumption

and authorization. Hie SMS may be physically remote from the SAS

Each SMS 3004 transmits messages to the SAS 3002 via respective Imkage 3006 to

enable modifications to or creations of Bititlement Managanait Messages (EMMs)

to be transmitted to end users.

Hie SMS 3004 also transmits messages to the SAS 3002 which imply no

modifications or acations of EMMs but imply only a change m an end user's state

(relating to the authoriTation granted to the end user when ordering products or to the

amount that the end user will be charged).
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Entitlcment Management Messages and Entitlement Control Messa ppLQ

ECMs or Entitlement Control Messages are encrypted messages embedded in the data

stream of a transmitted program and which contain the control word necessaiy for

dcscrambUng of a program. Authorisation ofa given receiver/decoder is controlled by

EMMs or Entittement Management Messages, transmitted on a less frequent basis and

which supply an authorised rcceivci/decodcr with the exploitation key necessaiy to

decode the ECM.

An EMM is a message dedicated to an individual end user (subscriber), or a group of

end users. A group may contain a given number of end users. TTiis organisaHon as

a group aims at optimising the bandwidth; that is, access to one group can permit the

reaching of a great number of end users.

Various specific types of EMM may be used. Individual EMMs are dedicated to

individual subscribers, and arc typically used in the provision of Pay Per View

services. So-called " Group " subscriptionEMMs arc dedicated to groups of, say, 256

individual users, and are typicaUy used in the administration of some subscription

services. This EMM has a group identifier and a subscribers' group bitmap

For security reasons, the control word CW embedded in an encrypted ECM changes

on average every 10 seconds or so. Di contrast, the exploitation key Cex used by the

receiver to decode the ECM is changed every month or so by means of an EMM.
ITie exploitation key Cex is encrypted usmg a personalised key corresponding to the

identity of the subscriber or group of subscribers recorded on the smart card. If the

subscribe is one of those chosen to receive an updated exploitation key Cex, the card

wiU decrypt the message using its personalised key to obtain that month's exploitation -

key Cex.

The operation of EMMs and ECMs will be well-known to one skiUed in the art and

will not be described here in any more detail.
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Encrvption of Data Stream by Smart Card

PCT/IB98/01«I0

Referring now to Figures 3 and 4, a number of embodiments of a first realisation of

the present invention will now be described. As shown in Figure 3, a scrambled

audiovisual data stream is received by the receiver/decoder 3020 and passed to the

portable security module 3020 where it is descrambled at 3030 using the exploitation

key Cex possessed by the card to generate the decrypted control word CW and

thweafter descramble the transmission: As will be understood, in this invention, the

descrambling of a transmission is carried out entirely on the portable security module,

which may comprise a smart card, a PCMCIA card etc.

Before being passed back to the decoder, the data stream is re-encrypted according

to a first encryption key Kf at 3031. The operation of the key Kf is dependant on a

decoder identity value N associated with the identity of the decoder, for example its

serial number. This value N is communicated to the card by means of an cnoypted

EMM, transmitted at the initialisation of the decoder/card system and passed by the

decoder 2020 to the card 3020 for decryption at the pomt 3032.

As with all EMM messages, the EMM containing the identity value N is oaayptcd

by means of a personalisation key corresponding to a key held by the card and known

by the transmitter of the message, whidi enables that card or group of cards to decode

the oicrypted EMM.

In an alternative embodiment, the mitialisingEMM can be prc-stocked m the memory

of the decoder and sent to the card upon the first msertion of the card, or each time

the decoder is turned on. In the latter case the card will be programmed to accept the

initialising EMM only the first time that it receives it Again, as with the tnmsmittcd

EMM,-the personalisation key associated with the card will be used to encrypt and

decrypt the transmitted value.

Turning now to the decoder 2020, this is also provided with a key Kf and, of course,

its identity or serial number N. The key Kf and number N may be stocked, for
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example, in the ROM of the decoder. Using the key Kf and identity value N, the

decoder decrypts the descrambled data stream. In practice the identity value need not

be fixed, and it would be a srniple matter to reprogram the identity value N stored

within the card and decoder if this proved necessary.

In this embodiment, the key Kf can most sunply be created using any known

symmetric key algorithm for generating a key capable of being diversified by a given

value (such as the identity value N in the above example). A public/privatc key

pairing is also conceivable, the pubUc key being associated with the decoder, the

private key with the smart card. As in conventional systems, the exploitation key and

personalisation key may be generated by a symmetric algorithm.

As will be understood, the data stream is only transmitted between the card and

decoder m an encrypted or scrambled form, thereby reducing the risk of the type of

fraud described in the introduction of the application. Furthermore, in this

embodiment, aU communications between the card and decoder are in fact encrypted,

thereby increasmg the security of the system.

In the above embodunent, the data stream decrypted at 3030 and re-enaypted at 3031

corresponds to a stream of audiovisual data. In an alternative embodiment, the data

stream may correspond to a stream of control word data, decryption of ECMs bemg

carried out at 3030 to generate a control word stream re-enaypted at 3031 and

communicated to tiie decoder. Hie decrypted control word stream produced at 3033

by the decoder is thereafter used by the decoder to dcsoamble scrambled audiovisual

data transmitted and associated with the control word stream.

Ibe advantage of such an embodiment is that the circuitry necessary to process and

descramble the flow of audiovisual data is embodied within the decoder, rather than

in the security module, which handles only the decryption and re-encryption of the

control word stream.

drawback of the system of Figure 3 lies in the fact that, although not trivial, the
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extraction of the key Kf and identity value N from the ROM of the decoder may

carried out without too much difficulty. Hie embodiment of Figure 4 overcomes this

weakness.

As shown, a random or pseudo-random number RN is generated within the decoder

at 3040 and passed for subsequent encryption at 3041 by a public key Kpub of a

suitable public/private key algorithm, such as RSA. The conespondmg private key

B^ri is held by the smart card. The encrypted random nmnber p(RN) is then passed

to the smart card which uses the private key Kpri to decrypt at 3042 the enaypted

random number value p(RN)-

As with the identity value N in the previous embodiment, the value RN is used at

3031 m the encryption by a symmetric key Kf of the descrambled data stream so as

to obtain an encrypted data stream then passed firom the card to the decoder. Hie

communication of the original saambled data stream from the decoder to the smart

card has been omitted here in order to simplify the diagram.

On the side of the decoder, the encrypted value data stream is decrypted at 3033 usmg

the symmetric key Kf and the random number value RN. Unlike the identity value

N of the previous embodiment, the random number RN can be a frequently changing

value stored in the RAM of the decoder and, as such, relatively difficult to identify.

The public key Kpub and symmetric key values are stored in a more permanent

fashion in the device and, as such, arc less secure. Howevw, even m the event that

an unauthorised user manages to obtain these keys, and the encrypted value p(RN),

it will not be possible to generate the RN value needed to decrypt the data stream

from this information because of the nature of private/public key algorithms and the

security of the control word will remain uncompromised.

Hie same pubUc/'private key pair can be used for a scries of decoders and cards.

However, the level of security will be increased through the use of a unique

public/private key pair associated with that smart card.
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As shown, the values of Kpub and Kpri arc generated by the system operator shown

at 3050 and embedded in the smart card 3020. Hie value of Kpub wUI then be

communicated to the decoder at the moment of msertion of the smart card in the

decoder. Since the public key Kpub will be used to encrypt the random number RN
5 it is used important for the decoder to verify the origin of this key, for example to

prevent the decoder communicatmg information m response to the reception of a

public key belonging to a fraudulent user.

To this end, the public key Kpub is encrypted by a private key KeyG unique to the

10 operator and shown at 3051, the certificate containing Kpub thereafter being

communicated to and stored in the smart card 3020 at 3052. At the moment of

msertion of the card in the decoder, the certificate is decrypted and authenticated by

the decoder at 3053 using the equivalent public key KeyG stored at 3054. Hie value

of Kpub thus obtamed will thereafter be used for the subsequent encryption steps.

15

20

Whilst the data stream described at 3030 and re-encrypted at 3031 has been described

in relation to audiovisual data, this may equally correspond to a stream of control

word data. As before, in such an embodunent, ECMs contakiing tiie control word are

decrypted at 3030 and re-encrypted at 3031 for transmission to tiie decoder. The

decrypted control word data obtauied at 3033 is then used by the decoder to

descramble an associated audiovisual data stream.

Encryption of Data Stream at Transmitter

25 The above embodiments relate to a first type of realisation of the mvention m which

the enoyption of the data stream communicated from the card to tiie decoder is

carried out by the smart card itself. In the following embodiment, an alternative

realisation wUl be described with reference to Figure 5 in which tiie encryption is

carried out fiirtiier upstream, at the transmitter. As will become dear, tiiis is in

30 addition to the conventional encryption or scramblmg of tiic data stream.

Figure 5 represents the flow of information in this embodiment between the
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tiansmittcr 2008, smart card 3020 and decoder 2020. As wiU be appreciated, whilst

this figure shows the information being transmitted directly between transmitter and

smart card in order to simpUfy the explanation, any signals received by the smart card

will have of course been received and communicated to the card via the

5 receiver/decoder unit. Simflarly, whilst the transmitter has been represented as a

single fimctional block in this case, the encryption of the transmitted message may be

carried out by separate elements of the system, as described in relation to Figures 1

and 2.

In this embodiment, the audiovisual data stream is encrypted at 3050 by an encryption

key Kt, the exact value of which is dependant on a universal variable t known to all

elements of the system, for example, the real time and/or date of transmission. Hie
encrypted data fl[DATA) is then scrambled as m conventional systems at 3051 by a

control word and the resultmg encrypted and scrambled data transmitted and

communicated to the security module 3020 withm the decoder 2020. Hie scrambled

data is then descrambled at 3020 by the security module.

Unlike existing systems, the data wiU stiU be in an enoypted form l(DATA) and will

be passed in this form to the decoder 2020 for decryption at the point 3052. The

decoder 2020 also possesses an equivalent of the key Kt and, if univcrsaHy available

information such as time and/or date is used, will also be in possession of the value

t. The data may thai be decrypted and processed by decoder.

By using a changmg universal variant, the system avoids the problem that any

recording of the encrypted control stream f(CW) obtamed by monitoring the

caid/decoder communications could be used by unauthorised users in the future, since

the control stream usable at the momait of transmission will not be usable by a

decoder at a fiiture timts^date. In contrast, the fact that a universal variable is chosen

means that no cxpUcit communication of this variable between the transmitter/decoder

is necessary.

the above described embodiment, the security module 3020 carries out on-board
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desciambling of the encrypted and scrambled data, using an exploitation key to

decrypt a stream of ECM data (not shown) so as to obtain control word data needed

for the first descrambling step.

In an alternative embodiment, the steps shown m Rgure 5 may be carried out on the

control word data itself by enciyptmg at 3051 the once-encrypted control word date

using an exploitation key Cex, carrying out a first decryption on the card 3020 usmg

the equivalent exploitation key and thereafter carrying out a second decryption at 3052

using the value t to obtain control word data in clear form. Hiis may then be used

to descramble associated scrambled audiovisual data received by the decoder.

Whilst less secure than the previous embodiments, this type of system has the

advantage that it may be simply implemented in existmg systems without any need,

for example, to generate new smart cards and the modifications needed to the decodo-

and transmitter units may be introduced by reprogramming.

As will be understood, all of the embodiments described with reference to Figures 3

to 5 may be implemented separately or in any combmation to maease the level of

security, if required.
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CLAIMS

1. A method of transmission and reception of a scrambled data stream in which the

5 scrambled data stream is transmitted to a decoder and thereafter passed to and

dcscramblcd by a portable security module inserted in the decoder and characterised

in that the data stream is passed from the security module to the decoder in an

encrypted form, to be decrypted and subsequently used by the decoder.

0 2. A method as claimed in claim 1, in which the data stream is encrypted in the

security module by a first encryption key before being passed back to the decoder for

decryption using an equivalent of the first key.

3. A method as claimed in daim 2 in which the data stream is encrypted m the

security module by a first encryption key variable in dependence on a decoder identity

value, the decoder possessmg an equivalent of the key and value necessary to decrypt

the data stream.

4. A method as claimed in claim 3 in which the decoder identity value is encrypted

by a personalised key known to the security module and transmitter, the decoder

identity value being transmitted in an encrypted form fo the decoder for

communication to the security module.

5. A method as claimed in 3 in which the decoder identity value is encrypted by a

personalised key known to the security module, the encrypted decoder identity value

bemg stored in the decoder during manufacture for communication to the security

module upon insertion of the security module in the decoder.

6. A method as claimed in claim 2 in which the data stream is encrypted in the

security module by a first cncrypHon key dependant on a random or pseudo-random

number.
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7. A method as claimed in claim 6, in which the random number is communicated

between the decoder and security module encrypted by a second encryption key.

8. A method as claimed in claim 7. m which (he random number is generated and

encrypted by the second encryption key in the security module and communicated to

the decoder for decryption by an equivalent of the second key stored m the decoder.

9. A method as claimed in claim 7 m which the random number is generated and

encrypted by the second encryption key at the decoder and communicated to the

security module for decryption by an equivalent of the second key stored m the

security module.

15

20

25

10. A method as claimed in daim 9 in which the second key used to encrypt the

random number m the decoder corresponds to a pubUc key, the security module bemg
provided with the equivalent private key necessary to decrypt the random nmnber
value.

11. A method as claimed in claim 9 or 10 in which at least the second key held by
the security module is unique to that security module.

12. A method as claimed in any of claims 7 to 11, in which the second key held by
the decoder is encrypted by a third key before communication to the decoder, the

decoder posscssmg the corresponding tiiird key so as to hereby decrypt and verify the

second decoder key.

13. A method as claimed in claim 12, in which the third key used to encrypt the

second decoder key is a private key, the decoder possessing the equivalent pubUc key
to decrypt and verify the communicated second key.

30 14. A method as claimed in claim 1 in which the data stream is encrypted at the point

of transmission by a first encryption key and decrypted by the decoder by an

equivalent of this key.
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15. A method as daimcd in claim 14 in which the data stream is encrypted at the

point of transmission by a first encryption key dependant on a variable known to both

the transmitter and the decoder and decrypted at the decoder by an equivalent of this

key and variable.

16. A method as claimed in claim 15 in which the variable concsponds to the real

time and/or date of transmission.

17. A method as daimcd in any of claims 14 to 16 in which the flist encrypted data

10 stream is further scrambled at the point of transmission, descrambled in the security

module and then passed in its first encrypted form to the decoder.

18. A method of transmission and reception of scrambled data combining a method

of encryption of the data stream in the card as daimed in any of daims 2 to 13,

15 separately or in combination, together with a method of encryption of the control word

at the point of transmission, as dauned in any of daims 14 to 17,

19. A method as claimed in any of claims 1 to 18 in which the data stream passed

in encrypted form between the security module and decoder comprises audiovisual

20 data.

20. A method as daimed in any of daims 1 to 18 in which the data stream passed

in encrypted form between the security module and decoder comprises a control word

stream, the control word stream once decrypted by the decoder being thereafter used

by the decoder to dcscramble associate scrambled audiovisual data.

21. A method as daimed in any preceding daim in which the scrambled data stream

is transmitted as part of a television broadcast.

30 22. A decoder and portable security module adapted for use in a method as daimed

in any preceding claim.
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23. A method of transmission and reception of a scrambled data stream

substantially as herein described.
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